Choosing the Right Glue

As new materials have been ushered into the modeling realm, so have new adhesives. Read more to learn what's available!

AMA Youth Member Explores STEM

AMA Youth member Alex Livingston won the Texas Instruments #GenSTEM contest and had the opportunity to meet a Southwest Airlines Co. pilot. Read more to learn how Alex was able to explore the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math behind aviation!

A Beginner’s Guide to Electrics

Electric flight is as simple as being able to rewrite Ampere’s Law using Stokes’ Theorem. If you agree that is easier said than done, read more to learn what you need to know to get started.

AMA Integrates App

AMA has partnered with AirMap, the world's leading airspace management platform for unmanned aircraft, to integrate a situational awareness app for drone pilots.

Freewing F-8 Crusader

The Crusader adds to the Freewing Park Jet series by combining scale looks with a low price and great performance! Read more to learn what author Andrew Griffith thinks of this aircraft.
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